DAV BORL PUBLIC SCHOOL, BINA
Class -X Subject-Social Science.
Practice Paper for SA-II (2015-2016)
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Who had hosted the meeting of representatives of European
powers at Vienna in 1815?
OR
Name the dynasty which was ruling in Vietnam when France
attacked Vietnam.
Why is copper mainly used in electrical cables and electronic
industries?
What is the principal concern of BAMCEF ?
A country holds election to elect peoples’ representatives to form
the government but the elections are not fair. Identify the kind of
challenge faced by the people in such a country.
What do you understand by outcomes of democracy?
How much percentage of bank deposits is kept as a cash reserve
for daily transactions in Indian Banks?
What will happen if the trade barriers are removed from the import
of Chinese toys to India?
Which right of the consumer is violated if the consumers are not
allowed to their claims settled against the manufacturers in case
they are cheated or exploited?
What is meant by accountable, responsive, and legitimate
government? Explain.
Discuss various stages of the Non Cooperation Movement
launched by Mahatma Gandhi.
“In recent years, people have tried out some newer ways of
providing loans to the poor. The idea is to organize rural poor in
particular women, in small Self Help Groups”. How self help
groups help the members? What values do you get from Self Help
Groups?
Explain the factors which facilitate Globalization.
How will you get compensation if a complaint goes to the
consumer court? Explain with suitable example?
How would you explain the fate of Ireland?
Or
How would you describe the diversity of religion in Vietnam?
Can you explain why some congress leaders were reluctant to
boycott the council elections of November 1920?
Highlight the effects of Non Cooperation Movement on the Indian
Economy?
How minerals are formed in sedimentary rocks? Name any two
mineral formed due to evaporation especially in arid region.
Highlight the features of National Jute Policy of India.
The Great Plains have more railways than the Himalayan
Mountains. Why?
In spite of some of differences in story of Nepal and Bolivia share
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some similarities. Explain any three of them.
What ideas justify first half of nineteenth century were the years of
hunger, hardship and revolts?
Or
Describe any five steps taken by the French to dismantle the
Chinese influence on Vietnamese.
"Mahatma Gandhi declared that Swaraj would not come for a
hundred years if untouchability was eliminated". Mention the
efforts of Gandhiji to get Harijans their rights.
Why are cotton and textile Industry spread all over the India?
Explain five reasons with suitable examples.
Name two navigational Rivers in India? In which part of the India
Inland Water ways are widely used? Write two merits and
demerits of Inland Water Transport.
Name the National political parties predominant in India. Also
explain the ideologies of Bahujan samaj Party
“in Saudi Arabia women are not allowed to take part in public
activities and there is no freedom of religious minorities”. Explain
the challenges before Saudi Arabian government in this situation.
Mention the reasons that forced Indian Government for putting
barriers to foreign trade and foreign investment just after
independence? Why the policy changed in 1991?
Highlight the functions of consumer protection Council or
consumer forum.
I) Locate and label the following features on the outline map of
India political map :
a) Nellore Mica Mines
b) Naraura Nuclear Power Plant
II) Identify the features marked as A and B on the same given
map of India political:
A) Iron ore Mine
B) Woollen Textile Industry
Locate and label the following places on the given political map of
India.
i. Where Indian National Congress held its session in December
1920.
ii. Mahatma Gandhi broke the salt law here.
iii. Mahatma Gandhi organized satyagraha for cotton mill workers
here.
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